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Disclaimer

This is an independent report prepared by Red Coral Consulting on the request of Imara Africa 
Consulting. The report is beneficial to a bank looking to enter the South African market with a focus 
on expanding services to the township market.

The main focus of the report is on the banking patterns within the South African township 
environment. The report focuses on the SA banking environment with particular interest on 
penetrating the township market for banking purposes. The following townships in Gauteng, 
Western Cape and KwaZulu Natal have been used as a reference respectively – Soweto, 
Khayelitsha and Umlazi. 

The expected outcome is to find the balance between cash and cashless products for the township 
environment. This report will assist in designing future-proof banking products that recognize the 
need to use technology, while also catering for the necessity to use cash in the lower end markets.

Red Coral Consulting prepared the report and the details of the company are attached in the 
Appendix.
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1. UNDERSTANDING THE MACRO 
FORCES AT PLAY



UNDERSTANDING THE MACRO 
FORCES AT PLAY WITH REGARDS TO 
THE TOWNSHIP MARKETS

LOOKING AT AND PROFILING THE MACRO FORCES IMPACTING BUSINESS, BANKING &
AT LARGE IN SOUTH AFRICA, ESPECIALLY IN THE BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID (BOP). THE 
BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID (BOP) MEANING CAN ALSO BE INTERCHANGED WITH THE 
TOWNSHIP MARKET DEPENDING ON THE CONTEXT.



POLITCAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL

TECHNOLOGICAL LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL

Macro analysis - PESTLE
OVERVIEW OF THE FORCES IMPACTING BUSINESS, BANKING & SOCIETY



Macro analysis - PESTLE
OVERVIEW OF THE FORCES IMPACTING BUSINESS, BANKING & SOCIETY AND AFFECTING BOP MARKETS

Political contestation & discord 
is responsible for the general 
discontent & weakening 
economy. The old apartheid 
zoning has created a township 
environment which is now an 
economy on its own.

SA is trapped in a cycle of low 
growth, low employment & low 
consumer confidence
compounded by COVID-19.
The township economy is 
estimated at around R100bn, 
and provides economic 
opportunities for banks to trade.

Pervasive inequality & demands 
for meaningful inclusion among 
marginalised in the economy -
social cohesion is weak. The 
legacy of the past has created a 
whole marginalized population 
living below the bread line.

Tech innovation is driving rapid
change – tech not an end itself,
but rather a means to delivering
delightful customer experience.
The proliferation of mobile
money has opened up financial
services to the marginalised in
society.

Regulators are busy: financial 
inclusion, fee transparency, 
irresponsible lending, debit order 
abuses, cyber security, POPI 
etc.

Society should benefit from the 
activities of big businesses –
more needs to be done to build a 
a future of more for all. 

POLITCAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL

TECHNOLOGICAL LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL



2. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: SWOT 
ANALYSIS OF THE SA BANKING 

INDUSTRY



COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: SWOT ANALYSIS 
OF THE SA BANKING INDUSTRY

LOOKING AT BANKING WITH FOCUS ON CATEGORY BRAND PERCEPTIONS, POSITIONING, 
PRODUCT OFFERING AND CUSTOMER COVERAGE.
SPECIAL FOCUS IS ALSO MADE ON THE NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK, THE DIGITAL BANKS.



BANK POSITIONING & TAGLINE DIFFERENTIATOR DIGITAL PRODUCT OFFERING

Personal to your journey 
Moving forward

Standard Bank believes that Africa is our home & we 
drive her growth. Our customers have dreams & 
aspirations & we will be the enabler to make their 
dreams to come true. This is the essence of It Can 
Be.”

weChat Wallet
Digital Wallets (Shift & Snapscan)
Society Scheme Savings Account
My 360 App
Ucount Rewards
Free Microsoft Digital Literacy course

How can we help you?

FNB is a bank for the adaptable problem solvers who 
don't fear change, but thrive from it, because they 
know that one simple change, changes everything.

eWallet
App (Mobile, Watch & Tablet)
FNB Pay
Partner Wallets (Apple, Samsung, Garmin & Fitbit Pay)
Smart Devices & SIM

Taking the complexity out of 
banking. 

Simplify banking. Live better. 

Capitec is known for simplifying their banking 
experience and for providing well priced plans. It’s 
always looking to find ways of educating customers 
about their various products & services & maintaining 
the human touch through their branch network.

Capitec MasterPass
Bank Account
Mobile Banking
WhatsApp Service
Easy Equities Partnership

Money experts who do good. 
See money differently.

Nedbank is known for doing good & for providing 
expertise in money matters to help people get further 
in life.

MoneyTracker (new digital money management tool)
Scan a QR code to get cash
Skip the queue & book a banker
Money app & Avo super app (app for everything you need)
Online & Cellphone Banking

Banking that rewards you. 
Upgrade to the world’s first 

behavioural bank.

Discovery is known for encouraging healthy 
behaviours & for providing incentives that help people 
to exhibit healthier behaviours – lifestyle, insurance, 
investing & now banking.

Shared value banking (dynamic discounting)
Shared-value stack tool
Vitality Money (money management tool)

We are you
At African Bank we treat everyone like they’re a VIP & 
this is how you can get more out of your bank, no 
matter who you are.

My World Account (Shared Banking)
Online Banking & Internet Banking
Banking App

We got you
TymeBank is a new kind of bank that’s digitally smart. 
Because we don’t have branches you get more & pay 
less.

MoreTyme
Tyme Banking App
QR Code Payment

In out of ordinary times,
That’s Africanacity

Absa is a truly African brand, inspired by the people 
we serve and determined to be always brave, 
passionate and ready. “Africancity” - the distinctly 
African ability to find creative ways to get things done 

Club Account
Personal Loan
Basic Account
Comprehensive Account
Apple Pay



BANK POSITIONING & TAGLINE DIFFERENTIATOR DEDUCED MESSAGING

Personal to your journey
Moving forward

Standard Bank prides itself on being known as the bank 
that personalised journeys and everyone’s unique 
journey to progress and growth - enabling and 
fulfilling ambitions.

You’re good to go.

How can we help you?

FNB is known for innovation and for providing 
customer-centric solutions. It’s always looking to find 
interesting ways to elevate experiences and offer more 
solutions to life’s problems.

The future of help. Help people help 
themselves & asking people whether their 
bank does certain things.

Taking the complexity out of banking.
Simplify banking. Live better.

Capitec is known for simplifying their banking 
experience and for providing well priced plans. It’s 
always looking to find ways of educating customers 
about their various products & services & maintaining 
the human touch through their branch network.

Inspiring people to live.

Money experts who do good.
See money differently.

Nedbank is known for doing good & for providing 
expertise in money matters to help people get further 
in life.

Money conversations about the things that 
really matter.

Banking that rewards you.
Upgrade to the world’s first behavioural bank.

Discovery is known for encouraging healthy 
behaviours & for providing incentives that help people 
to exhibit healthier behaviours – lifestyle, insurance, 
investing & now banking.

The bank that rewards for healthy financial 
behaviours.

We are you
At African Bank we treat everyone like they’re a VIP & 
this is how you can get more out of your bank, no 
matter who you are.

What if you got more from your bank? 
Because at our bank everybody is 
somebody.

We got you

TymeBank is a new kind of bank that’s digitally smart.
Because we don’t have branches you get more & pay
less.

You know who you’re going to be. So do 
we & that’s why we got you.

In out of ordinary times,
That’s Africanacity

Absa is a truly African brand, inspired by the people 
we serve and determined to be always brave, 
passionate and ready. “Africancity” - the distinctly 
African ability to find creative ways to get things done

CAN I?…with Absa I CAN.We do more so 
you can. That’s Africanacity



SA’s Best Digital Bank
Strong in SA. Leader in digital 

innovation over many years. Well
received in SME/Business 

banking & upweighting offer in 
premier & wealth banking.

Evolving into a life services 
company – new positioning on

the horizon.

#1 Peoples Choice Bank. 
Solid middle market offering, 

which is well received by
consumers - although not focused 
on digital perceived to innovate 
in consumer-centric manner. 
Evolving into more business & 

CIB (Mercantile Bank).

Does good, keeps it simple & is 
responsive.

Responding to Capitec threats
buy doing simple things better.
Focusing on youth & rolling
out front-end digital services.

Will strengthen Ecobank 
partnership. Is saying & doing the

right things

Respected African network 
New brand positioning - Africa 
focused. Was left constrained 

by Barclays restrictions.
Focused on improving

offerings, service & innovation 
to reclaim lost ground.

International positioning –
professional, wealth & CIB. 

Evidenced by Intl Asset 
management business.

International sponsorships &
platforms to reinforce 

positioning.

New threats & fresh excitement from 
new players.

Category is transforming fast – new
competition which is driving innovation.

Convergence is happening fast.

African corporate positioning. 
Recognised for supporting Africa’s 

growth. Corporate & CIB is well 
regarded. Most transformed 
leadership. Fails in consumer 

experience & delivery. Promising digital 
transformation & innovation, but needs 

to be couched in consumer friendly 
language that supports corporate 

‘Growth’ narrative.

How the different banks are perceived

We are you
African Bank offers a diversified 

range of products and services that
compete on the basis of innovation, 

creating customer value and 
socially responsible banking.

Culture, customer-centricity and 
data are the three pillars of their

strategy.



BANK CUSTOMER NUMBERS EMPLOYEES BRANCHES EARNINGS SA

9.7 million 29 578 1 114 R16.6 billion

8.2 million 48 780 604 R12.3 billion

14.5 million 14 590 864 R6.3 billion

7.3 million 29 213 692 R10.4 billion

287 000

1.3 million

3 million + people
1.9 million by end 2020

9.7 million

12,939 (Discovery Total)

3 886

476

28 296

A bank branch in the 
palm of your hands 

(digital bank)

394

Banking online & 
bank on the run

1 016

R2.3 billion 
(loss of R611 million)

R2.66 billion

R250m (*not verified)

R7.3 billion



FOCUSED & SKILLED
Our knowledge is focused on your needs

SPECIALISED & COMMITTED
Committed to deliver advise & results

TAILORED SIMPLICITY
Accessible & easy to use

POSITIONING
Moving Forward

POSITIONING
Bank Better, Love Better

POSITIONING
Money Experts Who Do Good 

See Money Differently

POSITIONING
“Humanity Through Banking” 

We Are You

POSITIONING
Bringing your possibility to life 

That’s Africanacity

EMPOWERING YOUR FUTURE
Enabling you to achieve more

POSITIONING
Enabling Healthy Behaviours  

Bank HealthierPOSITIONING
SA’s first digital bank 

We’ve got you

POSITIONING
SA’s newest bank 

Be the change

POSITIONING
Giving you extra ordinary solutions 

Out of the ordinary

LONG-TERM FUTURE & 
WEALTH CREATION

SIMPLE & CONVENIENT 
SELF-SERVICE

FOCUSED & INVOLVED 
SPECIALISED ADVISE

PERSONAL 
FINANCIAL GOALS

POSITIONING
How Can We Help You?

STRATEGIC CLOCK



DIGITAL BANKING:
Tyme Bank and Discovery Bank

MOBILE CENTRIC BANKING SOLUTIONS & PRODUCT 
INNOVATION IN A DIGITAL AND ONLINE ENVIRONMENT



CUSTOMERS COVERAGE

PRODUCTS

Hybrid model of using banks as well 
as physical presence through kiosks at 
Pick n Pay  and Boxer supermarkets.

BRANCHES

Entirely digital offering with no brick 
and mortar presence, while targeting 
all income brackets.

BENEFITS

BUSINESS MODEL

3 million customers to date, with 100k 
signing per month. Accounts opened 
at Pick n Pay kiosks, and online. 78% 
through kiosks and 22% online.

Personal account: The Everyday 
account comes with a Visa debit 
card with no monthly charges. 
Deposits, withdrawals and ATM use 
charge a fee of R6 to R10.

287,000 customers to date, and 
growing at a steady rate.

No branches. Partnership with Pick n 
Pay and Boxer stores for administering 
issuing of cards, deposits and 
withdrawal of funds. No paper work 
required to open an account, it’s digital.

Visa debit card, receive payments, 
send mobile money, App, deposit, 
withdraw and ATM use for a fee.

Strictly digital and everything is 
administered online. The bank is 
mobile-first and deposit-led.

Four banking products on offer: 
Gold, Platinum, Black and Purple. 
Products differ on income brackets 
and have monthly fees ranging from 
R10 to R550.

The entry level Gold has transaction 
and credit card, while the Purple is 
targeted to HNI and comes with full 
banking suite offering.

Comparing the Digital Banks



PERSONAL BANKING
Everyday transactional account offer the following free services:

No monthly fees applicable, 
Free initial Visa debit card, free sms services, 
Sending money free Tyme to Tyme with App or online, 
Allow salary to be paid into Account
Saving tool of up to 8% per annum
Earn Pick n Pay shopper points
Sending money to any SA mobile number

PRODUCT OFFERING IN DETAIL

BUSINESS BANKING

Fees Applicable (both personal and Business):

R3 / transaction: cash withdrawal at Pick n Pay tills
balance inquiry at ATM

R6 / transaction: cash deposit at Pick n Pay tills
debit card deposit at Pick n Pay tills

R10 / transaction: Cash withdrawal at ATMs (R10/R1000)

R9 – R60: debit order disputes per time lapse
Everyday Business banking Account

No monthly fees
Free debit card purchases
Free online purchases
Free first till point deposit



PRODUCTS
Four main products: Gold, Platinum, Black and Purple

PRODUCT OFFERING IN DETAIL

Gold
From R10 per month
Income bracket of R350k / annum or less
Transaction or credit card account
Unlimited free savings account
Get up to 40% back on healthy food and healthcare

Black
From R85 per month
Income bracket of R850k – R2,5m / annum
Transaction or credit card account
Unlimited free savings account
Get up to 75% back on healthy food, 50% on healthy care
6 free visits to airport lounges worldwide

Platinum
From R45 per month
Income bracket of R350k – R850k / annum
Transaction or credit card account
Unlimited free savings account
Get up to 50% back on healthy food and healthcare

Purple
From R550 / month and R2750 annual card fee
Income bracket of R2,5m / annum and above qualifies
Full bespoke banking suite of credit card and transaction
Unlimited free savings account
Get up to 75% back on healthy food, 50% on healthy care
Unlimited visits to airport lounges worldwide



First National Bank (FNB) acquired 
100% of Selpal – a financial 
technology solutions company that 
operates specifically in townships and 
rural sectors of the economy. This 
further signals the big banks’ push to 
expand into the BOP markets.

FNB acquires Selpal

Source: https://businesstech.co.za/news/banking/477656/fnb-acquires-fintech-company-selpal-in-township-push/

By acquiring Selpal, FNB recognises that a spaza shop, which is 
arguably the oldest form of small merchant business in South 
African townships, is an integral part of the community economy. 
FNB’s objective is to incentivise these entrepreneurs that run 
these types of businesses to adopt more formal financial services.

The Selpal point-of-sale device enables small merchants like 
spaza shops to view, order, and pay for and sell stock – including 
various value-added services such as airtime – without the 
merchant needing to leave their shop.

FNB aims to use the data and insights gathered through the 
devices in helping the bank to develop more relevant products 
and solutions in the near future for the informal sector. This also 
includes card and QR payment acceptance, access to credit and 
various insurance products, with the aim to help FNB to grow and 
develop community-based businesses in a similar way that most 
formal businesses are able to via the formal financial system.
This will also assist the bank in bridging the gap between the 
cash and digital nature of doing business in the townships.

Case Studies on Township Banking

First National Bank serious about the 
BOP (Bottom of the Pyramid) market



The Standard Bank MyMo account 
allows users to bank immediately, 

bank for less, skip the queues, and 
to pay less for data. Data is an 

essential and scarce commodity in 
the bottom end of the market.

MyMo Account

Source: https://businesstech.co.za/news/banking/318460/standard-bank-launches-new-low-cost-account-that-rewards-users-with-free-mobile-data/ 

At R4,95 per month, the MyMo account is much cheaper. 
The account can be opened on mobile devices, and comes 
loaded with data and airtime offerings and other benefits 
such as virtual and Gold physical cards.
Once the account is open, users can choose to either 
receive R50 in airtime or 500MB of data a month, if their 
card is swiped more than four times a month. A further 
megabyte of data is loaded on the account for every R20 
spent.
Standard Bank designed this product to use technology, and 
mobile phones in particular, to deliver low-cost transactional 
channels accessible to all its low income customers. Mobile 
is the new branch, the evolution in mobile banking is seen in 
transaction options like cash back at the retail checkout till 
rather than the ATM, free digital banking rather than using a 
branch, and the ability to transact using digital wallets, even 
without a bank account. Products like these which combine 
mobile, digital and cash withdrawals allows the low end of 
the market, as well as the unbanked to participate in 
financial transactions.

Case Studies on Township Banking

Standard Bank’s using technology and mobile 
phones to deliver low cost accessible products



The ideal place is for the new bank to position 
itself as a hybrid between Capitec and Discovery 
bank, as shown in the strategic clock (also refer to 
the main strategic clock showing all the banks). 
This will allow for a physical branch strategy, as 
well as offering a digital offering. This strategic 
positioning will allow for a simple and convenient 
branch offering while also using mobile digital 
technology to reach the informal markets.

The traditional location of having ‘branches’ will 
bring the bank closer to their customers, while 
also empowering the same customers to engage 
the bank in a digital manner if they so wish. This 
way the bank will build trust with the largely 
unbanked market which is used to human 
interaction, while at the same time introducing a 
futuristic digital approach to the tech-savvy youth.

Setting up an outright digital bank is costly and 
does not allow for interaction with clients.
The new bank can use partnerships with local 
spaza shops to create presence and provide
‘branch presence’. Using local spaza shops as 
‘branches’ will also establish a bond with the 
community.

KEY TAKEAWAYS FOR A NEW BANK
STRATEGIC CLOCK

FOCUSED AND SKILLED
Our knowledge is focused on your needs

SPECIALISED AND COMMITTED
Committed to deliver advise and results

TAILORED SIMPLICITY
Accessible and easy to use

POSITIONING
Bank Better, Love Better

EMPOWERING YOUR FUTURE
Enabling you to achieve more

SIMPLE AND
CONVENIENT

SELF-SERVICE

FOCUSED AND
INVOLVED

SPECIALISED ADVISE

PERSONAL
FINANCIAL GOALS

LONG-TERM 
FUTURE AND 

WEALTH CREATION

KEY 
STRATEGIC 

POSITIONNG 

FOR THE NEW 
BANK



3. TRENDS IN THE TOWNSHIP BANKING 
INDUSTRY: CASH VS CASHLESS PAYMENT 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
The COVID pandemic has provided an unexpected opportunity to accelerate progress 
towards cashless societies. Although the digital economy is disrupting financial services and
driving a cashless society, behavioural banking in the informal and township markets is still 
driven by cash. There are quite possibly several other factors that limit the adoption of digital 
payment solutions, both on the merchant and customer side. It is critical to identify barriers 
that limit the adoption of cashless behavior, and be able to close the gap between the 
payment solutions in the bottom end of the market. Cash is still king in the informal sectors 
despite the level of awareness on digital transactions. Access to data and security concerns 
are some of the factors that prohibit the adoption of technology in these markets. The access 
to smart phones and connectivity allows for the adoption of cashless solutions. However, in 
designing digital mobile products for the bottom of the pyramid market, banks will have to 
consider all factors that drive the use of cash in response to the adoption of technology. 



South African - cash, banking & payments

• Population size:  58 million
• Average income ($): 1265
• Urban rural split: 66% urban
• Average age: 27.6 years
• Languages: 11 official (Zulu 

biggest / English business)
• Unemployed: 32%
• Informal economy: 20% of 

employment
• Internet penetration: 67%
• Mobile penetration: 167%
• Social media penetration: 37%

• More than 50% of all 
transactions still cash & growing 
ahead of inflation

• Cash continues to grow with the 
informal market

• Half of the country still receive 
cash wages

• Only 7% of retail purchases are 
with a card (may have increased 
since advent of Covid)  

• 80% of the adult population 
have an active bank account, 
with 4 million active credit cards 
& 17 million social security debit 
cards

• 78% of the population have a 
loan of some kind. 19% claim to 
have a mobile money account

DEMOGRAPHICS CASH PREVALENCE BANKING BEHAVIOUR

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION FOR DIGITAL PAYMENT SERVICES
Perceived consumer benefits of cash are lower transaction costs, better able to manage funds and perceived security (in 

hand). Mobile money failed to gain traction, primarily because of the penetration and strength of formal banking – a 
strong hold over customers. But the mobile operators (Vodacom, MTN & Telkom) are making a renewed push. MTN has 
recently launched MoMo. Mobile penetration is very high, but costs of data are the second highest on the continent which 
restricts usage. The biggest issue for digital payment growth is the acceptance of electronic payments in informal market. 

Much informal retail is dominated by foreign nationals who can’t access banking system & who use remittances.



EST. 87 MILLION MOBILE 
CONNECTIONS

• 60% own Smartphones
• 45% access internet via 

Smartphones

RISE OF ROBO ADVISORS

Move towards a hybrid space in 
SA where human adviser and 
technology together, offer a 
holistic financial solution

EST. 30.8 MILLION INTERNET USERS

• 65% access internet daily
• Most access internet on their mobile
• while watching TV – 63% penetration

DIGITAL BANKING OFFERING

ADVANCED DIGITAL FEATURES:
• Spending analyses
• Opening new accounts
• personalized offers.

SA BANKING

• 32% of South Africans don’t have a
bank account - because of physical
on boarding

• This makes way for the rise of
online and digital on boarding

REALTIME UPDATES & BREAKIING 
NEWS

• 47% of SA sports fans are 
increasingly using new technology 
to keep up-to-date on news and 
information that matters to thhem

South African’s are connected through mobile

MOBILE BANKING 
LEADING THE WAY



DIGITAL INNOVATION PRICING TRANSFORMATION PAYMENTS & DISTRIBUTION

TECHNOLOGY & CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

RESPONSIBLE & ACCESSIBLE 
BANKING LIFESTYLE ENHANCING BENEFITS

Banking & technology trends in township markets
Digital transformation has resulted in the disruption of traditional banking practices as more & more 
clients want innovation that enables them to do banking anywhere & anytime with ease & simplicity

• Mobile money technology

• Banks going digital in informal 
markets

• Back-end systems
• Customer front-end

• New entrants slashing fees

• Lower fees attract the low-end 
market

• Cheaper, better products

• POS machines for the 
informal markets

• Online food delivery services 
and payment methods

• Branches no longer 
necessary

• Services are scaled to impact 
more lives

• Disrupt the status quo for all
• Delivering a excellent CX
• More focus on the informal 

sector

• Broaden access to products & 
services

• Banking that has a positive 
impact on people’s lives

• Understanding of the 
unbanked markets is high

• 24/7 self-service options (Apps)
• Emergence of marketplaces & 

integrated offers (Super Apps)
• Ensure that business practices 

result in sustainable business



Cash payments
Cash still dominates in townships & informal economies

Cash is king - old habits persist
• Even on more formal economies, people still prefer 

to draw cash & transact in traditional ways everyday 
partly due to limited ATM & branch networks

• In South Africa, where  77% of adults have a bank 
account but more than 90% of transactions are done 
in cash in the informal sector

• Even on more formal economies, people still prefer 
to draw cash & transact in traditional ways everyday

Cash is inclusive
• Once cash enter the township & informal economy it 

circulates faster among a larger group (traders & 
township entrepreneurs of people making multiple 
micro-purchases

Cash doesn’t incur fees
• Cash that’s accumulated in a day, a few days or a 

week doesn’t incur capital charges/banking fees for 
entering and being processed through the formal 
banking system

Digital payments
Covid accelerated the adoption of cashless technologies

Opportune time for payment innovations 
• South Africa’s banking markets is among the most 

sophisticated in the world, but fees need to be 
brought down (zero-rated) to incentivize mass 
adoption in the lower end market

Benefit driven communication
• Banks and their partners shouldn’t shy away from 

developing new products and services (banking and 
transacting made convenient and easy to use)

Ecosystem of lifestyle partnerships
• Payment innovation can’t happen without 

underlining & communicating the benefits that 
extend into the lifestyle space – creation of 
partnerships that cluster relevant convenient 
services & new experiences help in driving home the 
life-enhancing benefits

Source: https://www.71point4.com/digital-payment-solutions-for-informal-businesses/



Cash payments
Pros

Payments are real-time & physical (risk of contagion)

Digital payments
Cons

Zero-based cash handling fees (physical cash 
exchange & no intermediaries)

Money circulates in informal / township economy

Understanding of local currency value (can buy 
anything)

Cash is not vulnerable to online scams (including ATM 
bombings, ATM card skimming & robbery)

Payments are instant & contactless (Covid beneficial)

Hidden fees for innovative services (technology service 
& transaction/payment facilitation fees)

Intermediaries & formal system benefit from the 
volumes

Introduction of multiple virtual currencies (limited to an 
ecosystem i.e. Rewards Currencies)

Lack of understanding/transparency breeds suspicion 
(lack of education on new digital products & services)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Can’t be reconciled with Rewards Programmes 
resulting in customers missing out on connected 
transactions

Easily reconciled with Rewards Programmes due to 
data collection capabilities

6 6

Source: https://www.71point4.com/digital-payment-solutions-for-informal-businesses/



Because of the younger epicenter of the African consumer, they are young at 
heart, tech-savvy and open to solutions that make life simpler and convenient. Be 
it Egypt in the north or South Africa on the other end, they continue to witness the 
rise of Africa but with it - rising costs, mistrust in the government, large 
corporations and are increasingly cautious about spending unnecessarily.

Becoming a brand that is attuned to the African ”can do” spirit and inventiveness 
in a way that avoids simplistic clichés and embraces the consumer’s desire for a 
way to be in control of the moment, situation, event and time that can weigh them 
down.

Lessons from across African banking markets



Nigeria - cash, banking & payments

• Population size:  200 million
• Average income ($): 580
• Urban rural split: 50% urban
• Average age: 17.9 years
• Languages: English
• Unemployed: 27%
• Informal economy: 65% of 

economy
• Internet penetration: 42%
• Mobile penetration: 83%
• Social media penetration: 13%

• The market is dominated by 
cash & reflects the informal 
nature of the economy

• Getting cash from banks & 
ATMs is very difficult, with low 
withdrawal amounts, long 
queues & international cards are 
not accepted anywhere

• There is an expectation of 
paying cash for everything 

• 35% of the population have a 
bank account, and only 2.5% 
have a credit card

• There were 4 million formal 
loans issued (2015 – update 
2020 view)

• The penetration on PoS units is 
very low (170000) but 
transaction volumes still higher 
than mobile payments. 
Connection infrastructure s 
unreliable

DEMOGRAPHICS CASH PREVALENCE BANKING BEHAVIOUR

Nigeria is far behind rest of continent in mobile money. Despite high mobile penetration only 6% of the population use 
mobile payments. MTN and Airtel are the leaders. Fintechs like OPay and Paga are claiming big growth (8 million mobile 
money users) based on app, mobile site, kiosks and USSD. Many consumers site not trusting technology for preference 

for cash and worry if phone gets stolen their money is too. Communication infrastructure is poor and unreliable. Even with 
mobile money solutions a lot of education would be required to convert the bottom of pyramid.

Government has been slow to drive Telco finserv licences, leaving Nigeria behind.

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION FOR DIGITAL PAYMENT SERVICES



Kenya - cash, banking & payments

• Population size:  46 million
• Average income ($): 1246
• Urban rural split: 27% urban
• Average age: 18 years
• Languages: English
• Unemployed: 3%
• Informal economy: 70% of GDP 

and 86% of employment
• Internet penetration: 43%
• Mobile account penetration: 98%
• Social media penetration: 17%

• 34% of the adult population 
have an active bank account

• There are 250000 credit cards 
issued and 1 million debit cards

• 73% of the population have a 
mobile money account, with 45 
million active accounts

• 21 million active users on 
mPesa and 17million 
transactions a day

DEMOGRAPHICS CASH PREVALENCE BANKING BEHAVIOUR

There is a very active fintech industry focused on mobile payments and lending - about 150 companies. This can create 
fragmentation. Mastercard Masterpass is delivered through Diamond bank. Their goal is to impact 150000 small 

businesses in Kenya. The market is very open to new tech, and take pride in mPesa.

• Cash is common form of payment 
(despite developed mobile money 
market)

• Moved about half the country's 
GDP through mobile money

• The average money moved is 
$188 - roughly 1/3 cash in, 1/3 
cash out & 1/3 peer to peer 

• Less than 10% is used for 
payment of accounts.

• Shops have a no cash policy 
because of security & cash cost

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION FOR DIGITAL PAYMENT SERVICES



More consumers are moving to digital 
currency, digital deposits, and even digital 
investing – causing industries to rethink 
their offerings.

As consumers move to digital currency and 
mobile banking, industries are rethinking their 
offerings, physical stores, and everything that 
goes along with them.

Progressive financial institutions are taking 
advantage of Internet-enabled devices that 
leverage the “Internet of Things” (IoT) 
such as mobile apps and digital signage.

This personalised content leads to new 
revenue streams and opportunities such 
as QR codes, web push and beacons.

We are seeing an increase in financial 
institutions changing to mobile-first strategies 
and solutions to create brand-relevant and useful 
experiences.

DIGITAL CURRENCY THE INTERNET OF THINGS

Banking & technology trends across Africa



Africa’s uptake and innovation 
regards Fintech is gaining global 

backing from the likes of Visa, 
Mastercard as well as Amazon and 

Facebook.

FINTECH FOR THE UNBANKED

Source: https://www.odi.org/blogs/17013-impact-covid-19-africa-s-banking-system

ON TREND ANALYSIS

Nigerian Fintech, Carbon aims to be a Pan African 
Digital Bank. The platform dispenses loans within 
minutes and offers convenient payment features, 
bringing banking closer to the underserved.
Following on their success Carbon is now funding 
fellow startups in the insurance, health and
education sector.

Based in Nigeria, Aella Credit, partnered with 
Amazon Machine Learning and AI, and has 
since brought much of Africa’s unbanked within 
reach of personal loans.

While peer to peer lenders like KiaKia allows you
to not only borrow, but also earn interest when you
lend, invest money to others.

Nigeria

Digital banking

http://www.odi.org/blogs/17013-impact-covid-19-africa-s-banking-system


Retail & payments

A rising middle class, moving from rural 
to urban areas and an increasingly 
young demographic is driving tech-

driven online shopper hubs.

Source: https://trendwatching.com/quarterly/2018-05/future-retail-africa/ /

ON TREND ANALYSIS

Ecommerce successes in Africa, have delivered 
online shopping via their marketplace platforms –
offering online clusters of multiple brands, selling 
various wares in a single hub. Trailblazers include 
Jumia, Konga, TakeAlot, KiliMall etc.

Twiga Foods – A tech-driven agricultural solution 
creating a fair, efficient, formal and transparent 
marketplace for both farmers, manufacturers, 
retailers and their customers in Kenya.

Ogolord International Limited, an Nigerian export 
company trading in food items, uses Whatsapp to 
communicate with customers. And very soon 
people will be able to buy and pay for goods on 
Whatsapp.

Kenya

AFRICA ONLINE MARKET HUBS



Retail & payments- trendsetters

SOLVING ECOMS FOR THE UNBANKED

Ecoms has shown potential in Africa but 
is not without its stumbling blocks, 

particularly for SA’s lower income tier 
who remain largely unbanked. .

Source: https://www.bcx.co.za/insights/retail-innovation-in-the-time-of-covid-19/

ON TREND ANALYSIS

Pepkor as a retailer has sought to solve for key 
issues in tackling ecommerce in SA.
They championed delivery solutions for delivering
to customers who did not have a formal addresses
i.e. using retail stores within the group to function 
as delivery depots – through their own Paxi 
service – a delivery service alternative to the post 
office.

The cashless nature of ecommerce meant that the 
unbanked could use Flash vouchers to take 
advantage of online offerings or cash at till points 
and spaza shops.

South Africa

http://www.bcx.co.za/insights/retail-innovation-in-the-time-of-covid-19/


Frictionless, hyper-personal, secure, 
cost efficient banking are being 

propelled by AI tech Fintech 
partnerships & Open Banking 

innovations

FINTECH & OPEN BANKING

Source: https://www.itweb.co.za/content/JBwErvnBZzGv6Db2, https://techcentral.co.za/how-absa-is-using-ai-to-fight-financial-crime/101647/

ON TREND ANALYSIS

SA companies across the board are experimenting 
with AI. Discovery has partnered with local AI 
fintech, Isazi to automate data capture. While Tyme 
Bank is using AI to gain new customers.

Nedbank, embraced Open Banking back in 2019 
strategically launching AVO, an ecoms platform 
connecting customers to essential goods and 
services during lockdown. The banking app also has 
an AI powered virtual assistant called HeyNed

Investec is exploring connections through its apps 
and data with Fintechs and FSPs. Mastercard 
Southern Africa is now using AI to fend off cyber 
attacks while the Absa Group announced the use of 
AI in financial crime fighting in 2019.

South Africa

Finance & Banking – trendsetters

http://www.itweb.co.za/content/JBwErvnBZzGv6Db2


Financial inclusion in view of the 
pandemic is a key strategic growth 

driver for companies like Mastercard.

BANKING ON FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Source: https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/financial-services/2020-05-25-native-mastercard-commits-to-connecting-1bn-people-to-digital-economy-by-2025/

ON TREND ANALYSIS

Mastercard SA has partnered with Fintechs 
like uKheshe and iKhokha and other financial 
services providers to offer low-cost digital payment 
solutions to SMMEs and the unbanked to fast-
track financial inclusion.

With a large percentage of SMMEs, traders and 
service providers still transacting in cash, QR code 
solutions like Masterpass provide an affordable 
way to accept digital payments and grow their 
businesses, as there are no prohibitive 
infrastructure or maintenance costs associated with 
physical card terminals.

South Africa

Finance & banking – trendsetters

Yoco has pioneered financial inclusion by providing a 
POS solution that gives SMMEs the platform offer 
card payments in the informal environment.

http://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/financial-services/2020-05-25-native-mastercard-commits-to-connecting-1bn-people-to-digital-economy-by-2025/


Digital transformation & disruption is changing the banking 
landscape. It’s also raising client expectations of what a
bank should & could be
– driven by innovations in adjacent industries.

Therefore, the bank will need to deliver more in 
targeting the informal and township markets -
innovation, improved customer experience, product 
education & simplified marketing campaigns - to 
win the hearts & minds of clients & to compete in a 
converged business landscape.

New entrants are shaking things up and developing mobile 
payment solutions along with digital currencies, to target 
the lower end market. There is also the emergence of
platform businesses, marketplaces of services & offerings 
to engage consumers & clients in a single ecosystem.

The bank expanding into the township market will have to 
design cost-effective products that speaks to the needs of 
the targeted consumer segment – the bottom of the 
pyramid.

Key takeaways for the new Bank



4. GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS: TOWNSHIP 
CONSUMER MINDSETS, INSIGHTS AND 

MARKET ANALYSIS
.



South Africa: Townships
20 biggest townships in the country (Stats SA, 2011)

# Township 2011 Populations (2020 Estimates in brackets) Neighbouring Town

1 Soweto 1 271 628 (1 695 000) Johannesburg

2 Tembisa 463 109 (512 000) Kempton Park

3 Katlehong 407 294 Germiston

4 Umlazi 404 811 Durban

5 Soshanguve 403 162 Pretoria

6 Khayelitsha 391 749 Cape Town

7 Mamelodi 334 577 Pretoria

8 Mitchell’s Plain 310 485 Cape Town

9 Ibhayi 237 799 Port Elizabeth

10 Sebokeng 218 515 Vanderbijlpark

11 Manguang 217 076 Bloemfontein

12 Ivory Park 184 383 Midrand

13 Botshabelo 181 712 Bloemfontein

14 Alexandra 179 624 Sandton

15 Kwa-Mashu 175 663 Durban

16 Vosloorus 163 216 Boksburg

17 Mdantsane 156 835 East London

18 Etwatwa 151 866 Benoni

19 Meadowlands 138 345 Roodepoort

20 Tsakane 135 994 Brakpan

** Diepsloot 138 329 (350 000) Fourways (Johannebsurg)



A recent Fraym analysis of granular retail spending data over the past ten years identified the following areas 
as South Africa’s largest, richest and fastest-growing retail markets. All are traditional township settlements, 
with the vast majority clustered in economically potent Gauteng. A smaller township like Tembisa outside 
Johannesburg displays significantly higher per capita consumption of R18,300 per person, for instance. 

THE RICHEST INFORMAL RETAIL 
NEIGHBOURHOODS IN SOUTH AFRICA



Complex blend of formal and informal economy
South Africa is largely a country of two nations, one black and poor and the other rich and white, with the 
poor moving comfortably between the formal and informal economies, always adapting

• Characterised by formal & informal economic engagement
• Majority of South Africa’s working force (large in size & characterized by low-income) reliant on the informal 

economy for jobs & is exclusively reliant on cash
• Migration between these two worlds make for adaptive & resilient people
• About 50% formal financial instruments & 70% informal financial instruments
• Made even more complex by urban & rural geographical divides which connect unbanked & banked 

individuals (usually from family group – extended relatives) 
• Stokvels (community & shared goal savings groups) are intended as savings for a specific item, event or 

time, such as Christmas or school fees & now even holiday & travel goals
• Another opportunity lies in the rest of Africa diaspora market based in South Africa. Diepsloot, a growing 

township of over 350,000 residents, has over 60% of foreign nationals as its residents. This diaspora 
population always has a need to send money back home despite their lack of access to formal banking.

Opportunity: while Covid has accelerated the adoption of new digital behaviours (imposed by the necessities of 
minimising minimising physical contact with money) the reality is that these rules don’t apply in informal economies. 
There’s an opportunity to educate customers in the informal market to see the value/benefits of new payment 
technologies & adopt the usage without unnecessary fees.
*Diepsloot has been added to the top 20 list due to its unique nature. It has a large number of African immigrant 
population which is sometimes excluded from formal banking due to some stringent measures needed for banking.

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS



Understanding the prevalent township consumer mindsets
Banks are facing multiple issues such as fee transparency, cyber-security & failure deliver consistently 
excellent customer experiences. Banks must engage authentically & do so proactively in these markets

APPETITE FOR INNOVATION BALANCED WITH BASIC DELIVERY FEES & VALUE EXCHANGE

CONSUMER ACTIVISM WEALTH & INEQUALITY TECH WITH REAL BENEFITS

• Receptive to innovation
• Life made easier, things 

made simpler & better
• Banking made convenient

• Innovation & digitalisation 
alongside brilliant basics 
delivered with human touch

• Not either or, but, and

• New entrants pushing 
pricing transformation

• Resonating with customers 
& driving positive sentiment

• Brands under scrutiny
• Realtime responsive & 

personalised engagement 
across multiple touchpoints

• Earning disparities
• Many people vulnerability

• Consumers respond better 
to benefit-driven messaging

• More ways that make my 
life better



I’m socially conscious and 
prioritise social affairs

I look forward to the future, 
and hold high aspirations.

I am young, educated and just starting
to build my life

I don’t have multiple financial products 
and switching banks is an option if the 
product and price/fees are affordable 

(personal loans, asset finance etc.)

Modern, yet still connected to their
roots

Experience pressure to maintain
their current lifestyle

Financially responsible for their 
extended family member

Hard-working – failure is not 
an option

I keep careful track of how much 
money I spend, however, I live 
each day as it comes. Saving is not 
always possible.

I’m concerned about my future as well 
as my children’s future and education

Understanding the prevalent township consumer mindsets



Nedbank’s mobile money instant 
money transfer is called Send-
iMali.
iMali is a Nguni word that means
money.
Send-iMali is a safe and instant
money transfer geared towards
attracting the unbanked and 
creating financial inclusion.
Nedbank is using local slang to
speak the language of the
consumer in the lower end market.

Nedbank Send-iMali

Khokha is a Zulu word which means ‘to pay’. iKhokha is a 
Durban based POS payment solution provider. Zulu is the most 
spoken indigenous language in South Africa. The language 
has its roots in KwaZulu Natal province. The founders of the 
iKhokha paypoint solution found it necessary to use the local 
language to name their device. iKhokha is aimed at the 
informal SME sector, and the name branding has been 
designed to speak to the minds and hearts of its core 
consumers.

Understanding Branding and Township Consumer Mindsets 

Banks Using Local Township Lingo to Capture Clients
It is always better to customise the messaging when talking to the bottom of the pyramid markets. Banks 
also need to understand that communication needs to differ when talking to township markets in 
different regions. Using local slang is not enough, the slang needs to be customised for the local 
community as different regions have their own lingua franca. However, there are also common township 
slang that applies across the board. Different brands have taken advantage to use common township 
slang to speak to the hearts and minds of their clients.



LOCAL MARKET ANALYSIS: 
FOCUS ON SOWETO, DURBAN 
AND CAPE TOWN

Understanding the bottom of the pyramid market using 
Soweto as a reference. Available figures and research 
confirms Soweto as the lower end market. South African 
banks are designing products to appeal to the Soweto 
market, along with other township areas. These markets 
have traditionally been overlooked by the mainstream 
banks. However, research has shown that the lower end 
market is the fastest growing segment for the banking 
industry. Capitec has found a niche in focusing on this market. 
Standard Bank is making a concerted effort to attract this market 
with their new products specifically designed to capture the 
bottom of the pyramid consumer.



South African Regional Nuances
GAUTENG: Soweto KWAZULU-NATAL: UmlaziWESTERN CAPE: Khayelitsha

Among the narrow side streets and metal shacks emerging and growing townships like Soweto in Johannesburg, the country’s biggest 
banks are seeing a sizeable market they want to be the first to crack. Multi-million-rand businesses operating largely in cash are found 
in most parts of the township areas. Soweto, the biggest township in South Africa has a number of shopping malls which provide 
banks with venues to locate their branches. Banking groups have started to target these markets which largely deal in cash, despite 
the availability of mobile technology offering. Capitec has more than 10 branches in Soweto, while other banks are now using mobile 
technology to penetrate this market. New digital banks, including mobile money apps & services provided by telecoms & retail 
companies will be forcing commercial banks to intensify efforts to continue modernising technology platforms to target these cash 
based consumers in the township economy.

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS

Source: www.bsouthafricaportal.com

• Gauteng is the most populous 
province with 15 million residents

• Highly urbanized and the richest
• Accounts for 3rd of the country’s 

GDP and 7% of Africa’s GDP
• There are 2 big cities in Gauteng, 

Johannesburg and Pretoria
• Gauteng is home to a number of 

urban townships, including the 
most populous of them, Soweto

• Over 10 top 20 townships are 
based in Gauteng

• KZN is home to the 3rd biggest city 
in SA, Durban

• Durban has many urban townships
• Durban is the local tourist capital 

and attracts SA beach goers
• Umlazi is the biggest township in 

Durban, along with Chatsworth and 
Kwamashu

• There is a thriving economy in the 
townships of Durban with spending 
power to match

• The Western Cape is home to 
Cape Town, the country’s second 
largest city

• Cape Town is home to 
Khayelitsha, one of the biggest 
urban townships in the top 20 list

• The Cape flats is another area 
found in Cape Town with the 
bottom of the pyramid market

• There is a thriving international 
tourist market in the Cape 
township economy



SOWETO IN NUMBERS (2011 Census)

Source: www.businesswire.com

Population 

1,271,628 Number of Households 

355,331

Consumer 
spending power 

R5bn

Electricity

93,1%

Unemployment 

42%Cellphone 
ownership 

93,4%



Soweto
Average household income

No regular income

R1 – R4,800

R4,801 – R9,600

R9,601 – R19,600

R19,601 – R38,200

R38,201 – R76,400

R76,400 – R153,800

R153,801 – R307,600

R307,601- R614,400

R614,401 – R1,228,800

R1,228,801 – R2,457,600

R2,457,601+

0% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5% 20%2.5%



6 Branches
Bara Square, Dobsonville Mall, 
Maponya Mall, Protea Gardens, 
Protea Glen and Dube (teller-

less)

12 Branches
Eldorado Park, Bara Mall, 
Bara Taxi Rank, Diepkloof 

Square, Dobsonville Centre, 
Dobson Point, Dube,

Jabulani Mall, Maponya 
Mall, Meadowlands, Protea 

Glen, Protea Gardens

5 Branches
Jabulani Mall, Maponya Mall, 
Protea Glen, Protea Gardens, 

Dobsonville.

5 Branches
Maponya Mall & Dobsonville Centre, 
Protea Glen, Jabulani & Protea South

6 Branches
Maponya Mall, Jabulani 

Mall, Dobsonville Centre, 
Diepkloof Square, Protea 

Glen, Protea Gardens

Pick n Pay 10 stores
Boxer Stores: 5 stores

Tyme bank uses Pick n Pay
supermarkets and Boxer stores to

withdraw and deposit cash, as well as
issuing out debit cards

The number of bank branches in Soweto

7 Branches
Maponya Mall, Diepkloof Square, 
Protea Glen, Jabulani Mall, Bara 

Taxi Rank, Protea Gardens, 
Dobsonville Centre

Source: https://southafricaportal.com/capitec-bank-branches-in-soweto/



Understanding Soweto’s financial services realities 
Soweto: The biggest township in Johannesburg and the whole of South Africa

• Cash is still king in Soweto, as is the rest of other townships and informal trading environment
• Complex blend of formal & informal economy exists
• Low banking penetration, large informal market
• Access to formal banking is difficult due to stringent measures of formal banks (this is changing)
• Dynamic & frequent need for financial & transactional services
• Make use of multiple financial instruments to develop products that meet the needs of Sowetans
• Dynamic & exciting market filled with opportunities & ripe for innovation
• A large sum of money generated in Soweto is spent outside Soweto
• Any bank with a desire to design products to help Sowetans circulate the bulk of their money in 

Soweto will reap the rewards

Opportunity: Accelerate the adoption of new behaviours (in partnership with local merchants and 
spaza shops, FinTech players, Telcos & ecosystem partners, including retailers (Visa & Mastercard) 

to drive adoption of cashless services as a way of encouraging longer-term behavioural change.

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS



How Soweto works and shops
Average monthly household income of 10 suburbs

Diepkloof

R8 200

Eldorado Park

R7 600

Zola

R7 500

Pimville

R5 900

Orlando

R6 200

Meadowlands

R6 000

Chiawelo

R6 800

Dobsonville

R7 600

Jabavu

R7 000

Protea
(includes Protea Glen

R11 400

Major shopping centers and malls

Protea Gardens Mall

Meadowlands

Orlando



How Soweto works and shops
Average monthly household income of 10 suburbs

…but there is enough economic activity to enable a majority to have joined the shopping class
Residents  who shopped for food or clothing in the past month or more often

…yet employment levels are low…
Employment states of residents

Employed Unemployed Retired Home executive

Chiawelo
44%

30%

17%

6%

Diepkloof
43%

20%

13%

3%

Dobsonville
52%

29%

10%

5%

Eldorado Park
34%

34%

17%

6%

Jabavu
46%

29%

19%

1%

Meadowlands
47%

27%

14%

4%

Orlando
37%

32%

20%

1%

Pimville
44%

27%

20%

2%

Protea
55%

20%

8%

7%

Zola
45%

27%

16%

10%

Do grocery shopping Have gone to a garage shop Have bought takeaways Have bought or fix shoes and clothing

Chiawelo
97%

26%

66%

84%

Diepkloof
92%

32%

76%

85%

Dobsonville
85%

50%

82%

83%

Eldorado Park
85%

57%

77%

78%

Jabavu
87%

40%

73%

73%

Meadowlands
94%

41%

76%

78%

Orlando
87%

44%

84%

83%

Pimville
89%

32%

84%

84%

Protea
98%

30%

76%

92%

Zola
96%

15%

73%

83%



KHAYELITSHA IN NUMBERS (2011 Census)

Source: http://reciprocity.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Khayelitsha11.pdf

Population 

391,749 Number of Households 

118,809

Disposable Income

R9bn

Electricity

74%

Unemployment 

38,1%



Khayelitsha
Average household income

No regular income

R1 – R1,600

R1,601 – R3,200

R3,201 – R6,400

R6,401 – R12,800

R12,801 – R25,600

R25,601 – R51,200

R51,201 – R102,400

R102,401 or more

Unspecified

0% 5% 7,5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%2.5%



Understanding Khayelitsha’s financial services realities 
Khayelitsha: The biggest township in Cape Town

• Like all other informal and township markets, cash is king in Khayelitsha
• Khayelitsha is a combination of both formal and informal settlements, and is bordered by the largely 

urban townships of the Cape flats.
• There is a need for mobile banking and other technology offering due to the high population of the 

unbanked community.
• Digitising financial services will bring a large majority of the Khayelitsha and surrounds into banking
• The rollout of fibre in most Cape Town townships like Khayelitsha and Langa will further pave a way 

for financial inclusion, and create a banking market.
• Banking products to be developed in Khayelitsha will take into effect physical presence as well as the 

ease of applying for banking services as the informal settlement dominates.
• Khayelitsha currently has limited number of shopping malls. Therefore for any banking operation to 

establish presence there will have to be innovation to create local presence.

Opportunity: Accelerate the adoption of new behaviours (in partnership with local merchants and 
spaza shops, FinTech players, Telcos & ecosystem partners, including retailers (Visa & Mastercard) 

to drive adoption of cashless services as a way of encouraging longer-term behavioural change.

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS



UMLAZI IN NUMBERS (2011 Census)

Source: http://www.durban.gov.za/Documents/Invest_Durban/Economic%20Development/5.pdf

Population 

404,811 Number of Households 

104,914

Electricity

90,4%
Unemployment 

38%



Umlazi
Average household income

No regular income

R1 – R4,800

R4,801 – R9,600

R9,601 – R19,600

R19,601 – R38,200

R38,201 – R76,400

R76,400 – R153,800

R153,801 – R307,600

R307,601- R614,400

R614,401 – R1,228,800

R1,228,801 – R2,457,600

R2,457,601+

0% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5% 20%2.5%



Understanding Umlazi’s financial services realities 
Umlazi: The fourth largest township in South Africa is based in the city of Durban

• Umlazi, like its neighbouring townships of Kwamashu and Chatsworth, is an urban township
• The main retailers are spaza shops, liquor outlets, butcheries and take away outlets
• Business is mainly conducted in cash, like most businesses in the informal sectors
• Formal business can be conducted in debit and credit card payments, however most local businesses 

still deal in cash
• Mobile money transfer is necessary in moving money between residents
• The high level of crime make it worthy to limit the carrying of hard cash
• Cashless innovative payment methods will play a role in financial inclusion and bring the unbanked 

into the banking population
• Technology payment methods will allow the population of Umlazi to spend their money locally
• The establishment of banking operations that speaks to the needs of the population will have to be 

cost-effective

Opportunity: Accelerate the adoption of new behaviours (in partnership with local merchants and 
spaza shops, FinTech players, Telcos & ecosystem partners, including retailers (Visa & Mastercard) 

to drive adoption of cashless services as a way of encouraging longer-term behavioural change.

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS



The African Immigrant Population: Diepsloot township

• Diepsloot was started in the mid-90s as an informal settlement for displaced local people
• Although Diepsloot informal settlement was not intended for foreign nationals, the township has since

become an oasis of the influx refugees from across Africa
• Townships like Diepsloot with a large immigrant population are common across South Africa
• The emergence and rise of immigrant owned small businesses is prevalent in townships, especially 

places like Diepsloot
• The influx of foreign nationals has led to increased competition in the micro business environment
• Townships like Diepsloot are characterized by informal businesses and street trading
• The employed work in nearby towns and spend their money on necessities locally while some of the 

money is sent to their home countries

Opportunity: There lies an opportunity to design banking products that allow the immigrant 
population to transact. There is always a need for the micro business owners to transact in the 
informal markets. Most are not able to open formal banking accounts due to the nature of 
documentation required. There are also banking products needed to transfer money back home in a 
cost effective manner. 

INSIGHTS & CONSIDERATIONS

Population
350,000

Electricity
61,2%

Number of 
Households

62,000

Unemployment
75%



5. MARKET SEGMENTS: THE BOTTOM OF THE 
PYRAMID, THE MIDDLE CLASS AND THE HIGH 

NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS

Understanding the three core segments, along with the High Net 
Worth Individuals.



BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID MASS MIDDLE-MARKET UPPER INCOME SEGMENT

Help me with the basics so       
that my money last longer

Help me with better                    
money behaviours

Understanding the four core segments
CHARACTERISTICS & KEY NEEDS FROM THE CATEGORY

Key Need
I am looking for ways to help 
my family & I get through the 

money challenges that we are 
going through every day

Key Needs
I want to get ahead in life, but 
my money issues & the rising 

cost of living are making it 
difficult for me to progress

Insight
Everything is so expensive 

nowadays & I am struggling to 
make ends meet. I live day-to-
day not knowing how I’ll get to 

month end

Insight
The rising cost of living is 
making it difficult for me to 

provide for my family on a day-
to-day basis

Help me to manage more  
complex scenarios in more 

convenient ways

Key Needs
I used to be able to afford my 

lifestyle, but my money is 
unable to cover all my needs, I 

am looking for ways to 
safeguard what I currently have 

& to plan for a better future

Insight
In these challenging economic 
times, I have stopped focusing 
on wants & instead I’m focusing 

on my family’s needs

HIGH-NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS

Help me to consolidate & 
grow my wealth & build 

my legacy

Key Need
I demand best of class-

service & experiences/special 
care to match my status in 

life

Insight
The post-pandemic world has 

brought about both great 
uncertainty & equally big 

opportunities to make money 
new economic growth sectors



Financial Need Key Banking Need
Values

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic

Hopes & Dreams Passion Points

Age: 18 to 26
Gender: Male & female 
LSM: 3 to 5

Income: R1,500 to R4,000pm
Education: None to basic 
education

Location: Urban & rural African

Guidance & generalist advice 
Savings account

Affordable banking / low interest rates 

Approachable service

Trustworthy institution
Accessible location 
Education Loans
Mobile banking 

Unbanked but bankable
Family  

Education for kids 
Continuous self improvement 

Ubuntu & community

Hard work

Better life for children 
Security for the future

Improving the broader family’s situation
Improving the basics

Provide for current family basics
Provide for future family basics

Financial literacy – improve
knowledge of basic money matters

Cash security

Be part of mainstream banked

Socialising
Music & entertainment 
Family gatherings

Improving family image 
“Stokvel / savings club” type 

Religion

Football

BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID
I’ve got a job, but I’m still vulnerable

Help me with better money behaviours



Financial Need Key Banking Need
Values

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic

Hopes & Dreams Passion Points

ENTRY-LEVEL STARTING OUT
I’ve got a good start, I’m on my way

Guide me so I can realise my potential

Guidance & financial planning advice
Getting on a sure path to financial prosperity
Being shown the smartest or quickest way to

wealth creation
Quick and easy to acquire the must have

material possessions

Transactional account / current account 
Financial planning advice (better advice) 
Goal orientated investments

Loans (home, car, personal) 
Improved access to credit

Good service from a trustworthy 
institution
New age banking

Insurance
Age: 20 to 25
Gender: Male & female 
LSM: 5 & 6

Education: Diploma, tertiary level 
degree
Income: R5000+ 
Location: Urban African  
Marital Status: Single

Knowledge
Status  

Progressive image

Instant gratification 
Moving in the right circles

RecognitionSocialising 
Mentorship
Sports & entertainment 

Education & self-improvement

Global brands (clothes & electronics)
Entrepreneurially minded 
Networking

Better understanding & use of technology 

Looking good

Being successful
More material possessions
Improved social recognition

Achieving all of dreams & ambitions



Financial Need Key Banking Need
Values

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic

Hopes & Dreams Passion Points

Transactional account 
Investment account

Business finance (entrepreneurial) 

Vehicle asset finance

Loans (home, car, personal)
Personalised service & advice 
Online/mobile banking
Access to forex 

Mobile banking

Age: 25 to 40
Gender: Male & female 
LSM: 7 to 9

Education: Tertiary level 

Income: R17000 to R45000 
Professional

Location: Urban African
Marital Status: Single & married

Money matters 
International travel 
Football

Keeping fit (gym)
Socialising (eats out at least once a week)
Technology (mobile to access the internet) 
Expanding personal network

Family values 
Participation in community initiatives

Being a positive member of the 
community – giving back

High end financial knowledge
Setting the right example 

Determination & drive to succeed

Owning their own business 
Taking positive steps towards improved

financial stability
Educating children and younger siblings to

tertiary level
Providing the best foundation for the family

(future focused)

I’ve worked hard to be where I am
and I need to be treated as such

Financial security is important, but
wealth creation even more so

I’m not just a number – provide me
world class financial advice

Quick, easy loans – wedding, further
studies, school fee, home

improvements

MASS MIDDLE-MARKET
I’ve arrived, help me stay here

Help me with better money behaviours



Financial Need Key Banking Need
Values

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic

Hopes & Dreams Passion Points

Transactional account 
Investment account

Business finance (entrepreneurial) 

Vehicle asset finance

Loans (home, car, personal)
Personalised service & advice 
Online/mobile banking
Access to forex 

Mobile banking

Age: 25 to 40
Gender: Male & female 
LSM: 7 to 9

Education: Tertiary level 

Income: R17000 to R45000 
Professional

Location: Urban African
Marital Status: Single & married

Money matters 
International travel 
Football

Keeping fit (gym)
Socialising (eats out at least once a week)
Technology (mobile to access the internet) 
Expanding personal network

Family values 
Participation in community initiatives

Being a positive member of the 
community – giving back

High end financial knowledge
Setting the right example 

Determination & drive to succeed

Owning their own business 
Taking positive steps towards improved

financial stability
Educating children and younger siblings to

tertiary level
Providing the best foundation for the family

(future focused)

I’ve worked hard to be where I am
and I need to be treated as such

Financial security is important, but
wealth creation even more so

I’m not just a number – provide me
world class financial advice

Quick, easy loans – wedding, further
studies, school fee, home

improvements

UPPER INCOME SEGMENT
I’ve arrived, help me stay here

Help me with better money behaviours



Financial Need Key Banking Need
Values

De
m

og
ra

ph
ic

Hopes & Dreams Passion Points

HIGH-NET WORTH INDIVIDUAL
I have unique & sophisticated needs

Top advise to grow my wealth

Age: 35 to 55
Gender: Predominantly male 
LSM: 9 to 10

Education: Tertiary level
Income: R42000 + (mid to upper 
income)
Location: Urban African  
Marital Status: Married

Wealth creation:
Financial independence

Securing the future of my grand children

Taking care of others:
Educational funds

Loans

Full service capability 

Advisory (best advice) 
Relationship banking 

Transactional ability

Savings, investments & loans 

Multiple channel access
Cross border capability:
Transactional
Credit guarantees 
Forex

Class status 

Social standing 
Leadership 

Financial stability

Responsibility (for self & family)
Respect & recognition 
Determination & drive

Patriotic
Leisure pursuits:
Golf
Family life 

Education

Leadership development 

Community development
Maintaining lifestyle (status symbols) 
Luxury goods & international travel

Politics

Legacy creation 
Early retirement

Continually improve professional & 
community profile & status

Globally networked 

International property



BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID MASS MIDDLE-MARKET UPPER INCOME SEGMENT

Accessible banking & 
education about digital 

payment solutions

Entrenching behaviours that 
enable me to improve my 

financial standing

Understanding transactional & payment behaviours

Behaviour Change
From perceiving hard cash as 
more real to seeing the value 

of digital payments & 
transactions as & convenient 

ways of paying for more 
things

Behaviour Change
From using cash to card 

transactions to more online/e-
commerce transactions -

educate about new & safer 
ways to receive & make 

payments 

Transactional Needs
New ways to receive money 
and to pay for more things 

(pay other people and pay for 
basic everyday items for the 

family/household)

Transactional Needs
A variety of fast, secure & 
convenient ways to pay, 
borrow and invest - fast, 

secure & convenient ways to 
pay, borrow and invest

More personalised service 
& advice for personal & 
business transactions

Behaviour Change
Expanding use of digital 
banking from limited e-

commerce categories (food & 
retail) to more convenient & 

cashless everyday payments 
for lifestyle purchases

Transactional Needs
Education on benefits of 
using easy, simple, fast & 

more complex digital banking 
products & services – reward 

the use of digital solutions

HIGH-NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS

Optimal use of multiple 
channels for simple & 
complex transactions

Behaviour Change
Encourage & incentivize trial 
of new products, services & 
partnerships (marketplace 

innovations) that add value in 
more areas of their lives

Transactional Needs
Introduce smarter ways of 

transacting for the whole family 
& of doing business in both 

formal and informal markets & 
in more geographies

BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID
I’ve got a job, but I’m still vulnerable

Help me with better money behaviours

MASS MIDDLE-MARKET
I’ve arrived, help me stay here

Help me with better money behaviours

UPPER INCOME SEGMENT
I’ve arrived, help me stay here

Help me with better money behaviours

HIGH-NET WORTH INDIVIDUAL
I have unique & sophisticated needs

Top advise to grow my wealth



6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Value proposition in focusing on the township market for banking 
purposes.



CONCLUSION
SPENDING POWER TECHNOLOGY & 

PRODUCT 
OFFERING

DISTRIBUTION & PRICING POSITIONING & 
CUSTUMER EXP

Companies go where spending power 
is. There is much to gain by 
establishing a first mover advantage by 
establishing a dedicated township 
focused bank. The traditional banks 
have made moves into these markets, 
but they still have the main focus on 
their incumbent customers. 

At the current growth rate the spending 
power of the township will increase in 
the next few years and surpass the 
saturated middle class power of the 
suburban population.

Townships are now vibrant economic 
hubs, combining a wide variety of 
formal and informal activity within their 
boundaries. Commuters working in the 
nearby cities constantly spend their 
money in the nodal points linking to 
the cities. With malls and other 
centres, the spending is more and 
more concentrated within the 
townships, and not in the nearby 
cities.

The bank needs to develop a low cost 
quality product to take advantage of 
this opportunity.

The importance of bandwidth to banking 
technology cannot be ignored. 
Technology plays a big part in 
penetrating informal markets using 
innovation and adaptation. Soweto’s 
status as one of the first South African 
township to receive fibre connectivity 
paves the way for banks to introduce 
products in these township 
communities.

Ecommerce and other online payments 
methods will become more and more 
prominent in the township communities 
with the availability of fibre connections.

Banks will therefore need to design 
innovative products that take technology 
into consideration in attracting these 
markets, while also considering the 
traditional way of doing business with a 
cash-based mentality.

A technology enhanced product will 
ensure that township residents are able 
to spend most of their income in the 
townships through online transactions.

At a glance, South African townships 
have revealed to be diverse and eclectic 
environments, combining shacks and 
spaza shops with malls, car dealerships, 
mansions and everything in between. 
They are not homogenous spaces, 
internally nor when compared to other 
similar locations across the country.

Any banking expansion strategy into the 
township market will consider location 
for various reasons, with safety being 
one of the major consideration in 
decision making. 

A combination of both technology and 
branch location based strategy will suit 
this market for a bank looking to expand 
into this market.

This will allow for the cost reduction in 
managing branches. This cost reduction 
can be transferred to the customers in 
delivering an affordable  banking 
product.

The product offering has to be low cost 
without sacrificing the product quality.

‘Phygital’ is the concept of using 
technology to bridge the digital 
environment with the physical world, 
with the purpose of providing a unique 
interactive experience for the customer.

The strategic positioning of the new 
bank will need to be a hybrid between 
Capitec and Discovery digital bank. This 
will allow for the bank to be accessed in 
both physical and digital way. This will 
allow for connection with clients, while 
also offering a digital solution to the 
growing tech savvy population in the 
townships. 

A partnership with local spaza shops to 
establish branches can be an effective 
way to establish presence. The spaza 
shop owners will be in charge of 
handling the distributing of cash on 
behalf of the bank. 

The Bank can also be positioned to 
target the immigrant community found in 
townships like Diepsloot. This 
community is constantly looking for cost 
effective means to send money to their 
home countries.



Thank You

Appendix on the next page….
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Mixo Mayimele is a globally-minded professional with almost 20 years of senior management experience 
in project management, investment management and general business consulting, with focus on 
international business expansion, digital transformation, as well as business strategy development.

A dynamic and entrepreneurial individual, Mixo has founded and managed successful ventures with 
business dealings in South Africa, China and the Netherlands. An analytic individual who adds to a team 
environment by maintaining a high level of organisational and communication skills, as well as paying 
attention to detail, Mixo always enjoys working in an international setting and has an affinity for facilitating 
market entry strategies for international companies, especially into Southern Africa. 

Mixo’s working experience includes, leading an international organisation that facilitates trade and 
investment opportunities between Southern Africa and the Netherlands, working for an Africa-focused 
technology venture capital company in Amsterdam, as well as consulting in developing and implementing 
digital transformation strategies for multinational companies. With experience of working with technology 
start-ups in the digital and fintech industry across Africa, Mixo also brings with him broad management 
experience and international business knowledge to open up new business opportunities across the 
Southern African market. 
His area of focus is in strategy and innovation, and assisting clients to develop innovation strategies to 
meet the technology demands of the modern world. Mixo is able to offer innovative and strategic solutions 
to organisations looking to grow and expand their business offering in new markets.

He holds an MBA from Tilburg University’s TIAS Business School in the Netherlands, and a Mechanical 
Engineering degree from the University of Johannesburg in South Africa.

Key Personnel
Mixo Mayimele, Strategy and Innovation Director



Company Profile
Red Coral Consulting

Red Coral Consulting is a Johannesburg based advisory consulting firm with a non-traditional approach 
using innovation and technology platforms to solve clients’ problems. 
Our primary area of business is in strategy and innovation and we focus on the following services: 
International Business, Innovation & Technology Consulting, and Leadership Consulting.

International Business: We focuses on market entry strategies with cross-border expansion and market 
research analysis on innovation, digital transformation and fintech strategies. Red Coral’s multi-disciplinary 
advisory services brings together strategic, technical, financial and market analysis advice. The company 
assists international companies to do business in local African economies with regards to the technology, 
media and the digital environment. 

Innovation and Technology Consulting: We provide consulting in the Technology, Media and Digital 
(TMD) industries to help our client solve problems in an innovative way. We provide strategy development 
in implementing technology based solutions. Our service start with market research and analysis, right up 
to implementation and project management of innovative technology projects.

Business Leadership Consulting: We help our clients to achieve maximum results through the 
implementation of the ‘care and growth’ leadership model within the organisation. Our role is to implement 
the care and growth model through fostering Legitimate Leadership culture within the client’s organisation.

Red Coral Consulting, 24 Cradock Avenue, Rosebank, Johannesburg – South Africa info@redcoral-int.com www.redcoral-int.com


